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this initiative of zee smile is a result of the increasing interest shown by young audiences in media. all these shows
have found popularity with our audiences. keeping in mind our younger viewers, we are bringing kuch khatti kuch
meethi baatein with anupam uncle on the channel. our endeavour is to have on air a variety of shows to cater to
viewers from different walks of life, says business head, nitin vaidya. the show peeks into the world of kids and will
be hosted by veteran actor-turned-film producer anupam kher. in recent times, a number of new shows have been
launched on zee smile. all these shows have found popularity with our audiences. keeping in mind our younger
viewers, we are bringing kuch khatti kuch meethi baatein with anupam uncle on the channel. our endeavour is to
have on air a variety of shows to cater to viewers from different walks of life, says business head, nitin vaidya. the
show peeks into the world of kids and will be hosted by veteran actor-turned-film producer anupam kher. in recent
times, a number of new shows have been launched on zee smile. all these shows have found popularity with our
audiences. keeping in mind our younger viewers, we are bringing kuch khatti kuch meethi baatein with anupam
uncle on the channel. our endeavour is to have on air a variety of shows to cater to viewers from different walks of
life, says business head, nitin vaidya. the story of kuch khatti kuch meethi revolves around two people, a doctor
and a nanny. anu & uma are a happy married couple. they live in a posh bungalow with their two children. the
children are also very happy, thanks to their loving parents. the doctor is leading a successful life, while anu is a
rather busy housewife. their life changes one day when they see a car accident. the doctor rushes to the accident
spot to help a man with a severed leg and an arm. suddenly, the man dies. anu is distraught and leaves the house.
she is seen wandering in the streets of delhi and finally in a police station. the police constable tries to help her.
he, however, notices that anu has lost her memory and cannot remember anything about her life.
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kuch khatti kuch meethi lyrics in hindi. song from kuch khatti kuch meethi 2001. it stars kajol, rishi kapoor, rati
agnihotri, sunil shetty, mita vashisht. singer of kuch khatti kuch meethi is alka yagnik. lyrics are written by sameer

music is given by anu malik (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle []).push({}); song name : kuch khatti kuch
meethialbum / movie : kuch khatti kuch meethi 2001star cast : kajol, rishi kapoor, rati agnihotri, sunil shetty, mita
vashishtsinger : alka yagnikmusic director : anu maliklyrics by : sameermusic label : tips music kuch kuch khatti
kuch meethi hai yeh dastan by aena waseem comp l ete novel . the novel is based on romantic urdu novels in

which she pointed out our social and family issues. story of the novel revolves around social issues, cousin
marriage based novels , funny urdu novels , humor based novels and love story. it is very famous, social, romantic
urdu novel that is publishing on group of prime urdu novels. prime urdu novels promote new writers to write online
and show their writing abilities and talent. we gives a platform to new writers to write and show the power of their
words. a few weeks after they called it quits, rishi kapoor and kajol are back on screen together in kuch khatti kuch
meethi. it's been a year since kapoor and kajol's second movie together, suljha chor, was released. on friday night,

kapoor and kajol will be reprising their roles as the lead protagonists in kuch khatti kuch meethi. 5ec8ef588b
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